Mouse models of Alzheimer's disease: the long and filamentous road.
Alzheimer's disease (AD) is characterized by memory impairment leading to dementia, deposition of amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs), and neuronal loss. The major component of plaques is the amyloid beta peptide, A beta, whereas NFTs contain hyperphosphorylated forms of the microtubule-associated protein tau (tau). Familial AD (FAD) mutations either elevate A beta synthesis by favoring 'secretase' of the Alzheimer beta-amyloid precursor protein (APP) or enhance the fibrillogenic properties of this peptide. Mutations in the tau gene cause a different disease denoted FTPD-17, but suggest that the aberrant forms of tau seen in AD are unlikely to be benign. These findings imply a complex pathogenic cascade in AD and important goals of transgenic modeling are to capture and stratify this pathogenic process. Several laboratories have created APP transgenic (Tg) mice that exhibit AD-like amyloid pathology and A beta burdens. These Tg lines also exhibit deficits in spatial reference and/or working memory, with immunization against A beta attenuating both AD-associated phenotypes. Tangle-like pathologies are observed in mice expressing FTPD-17 mutant forms of tau, but florid tau pathologies based upon the wild type (wt) tau isoforms present in AD have proven more elusive. Creation of animal models with robust amyloid and tau pathologies, yet free of irrelevant confounding pathologies, remains a major objective in this field.